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them the tools they need to make smarter decisions, faster.
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Are whales intelligent?



How smart are killer whales?



Are orcas smarter than dolphins?



How smart are killer whales? Orcas have 2nd-biggest â€¦
phys.org › Biology › Plants & Animals

How big is the blue whale's brain?

https://phys.org/news/2010-03-smart-killer-whales-orcas-2nd-biggest.html
https://phys.org/biology-news/
https://phys.org/biology-news/plants-animals/


phys.org › Biology › Plants & Animals
Neuroscientist Lori Marino and a team of researchers explored the brain of a dead killer
whale with an MRI and found an astounding potential for intelligence. Killer whales, or
orcas, have the second-biggest brains among all â€¦

Orca Intelligence - Software Engineering, Ba, It Consulting
https://orcaintelligence.com
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Images of orca intelligence
bing.com/images

See more images of orca intelligence

Cetacean intelligence - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cetacean_intelligence
Cetacean intelligence is the cognitive capabilities of the Cetacea order of mammals. This
order includes whales, porpoises, and dolphins.

Brain size · Brain structure · Brain evolution · Problem-solving ability

About | Orca Intelligence
https://orcaintelligence.com/about
Orca Intelligence was founded in 2014 to serve education, health, media and real estate
organizations with Business Systems Analyst, Enterprise Architecture, ...

Killer Whales Are Non-Human Persons : Grey Matters
greymattersjournal.com/killer-whales-are-non-human-persons
The species of topic today is one who has demonstrated many human-like qualities
including intelligence, language, and an exquisite sense of emotional capability: Orcinus
orca, the killer whale. These massive toothed whales are home in the cold waters of the
North Atlantic, North Pacific, and Antarctic but dwell in vast expanses around these â€¦

Videos of orca intelligence
bing.com/videos

See more videos of orca intelligence

Orca - Business Intelligence, Freight Auditing ...
orca.bi
Orca is an integrated supply chain technology that helps to create efficiencies and saves
you money.

Orca Intelligence Promo Codes & Coupons - Dealspotr
dealspotr.com › Stores › Online Services & Software › Software
Orca Intelligence Promo Codes for June 2018. Save 50% w/ 0 active Orca Intelligence
. Today's best Orcaintelligence.com Coupon: SALE: 50% to 80% Off Software in
Today's Software Deals on Amazon.

How intelligent are Whales and Dolphins? - WDC
us.whales.org › About Whales and dolphins
This is a rare intelligence in the animal kingdom. So how smart are dolphins? This video
by renowned scientist Lori Marino, explains how their intelligence evolved.

Are Whales Intelligent? - Marine Mammal Information
www.whalefacts.org/are-whales-intelligent
Part of the reason more is known about dolphins than whales when it comes to
intelligence is because most species of whale are too large to be held in captivity for
training and study, so much of our understanding of whales regarding this topic is
gathered from observational studies.

OrcaInfo - ORCA LIVE
www.orca-live.net/card/card_11.html
An orca's brain is nearly four times the size of a human brain. Both human and orca
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When Orcas Attack

YouTube · 4/17/2018 ·
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An orca's brain is nearly four times the size of a human brain. Both human and orca
brains contain deep folds that are indicative of the potential for high intelligence. Though
we know much about the nature of human intelligence, our knowledge of the nature of
orca intelligence is so far quite limited.
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